Newsletter May 2019
Congratulations to

Julie Prescott Watkins, Steve Aucott, Aidrian Dolman
and Paul Lombardelli
who recently passed the advanced test.

Biker Down! What would you do?
I was lucky, when my mock test came to a sudden and
ignominious end only minutes after starting I might have
been a dishevelled heap in the middle of the road nursing a
broken collar bone but Gary Green, my tester, knew exactly
what to do. Even more fortunate, Ians Collard and Chapman
were just behind and within a trice the scene had been
secured, an ambulance called and I was being competently
cared for in a safe if somewhat public environment.
But if you came across what appears to be the disgorged contents of a laundry basket strewn across the
carriageway what would you do? Check breathing? Move the body? Stop the traffic? Take off the
helmet? Manage the scene? Staunch any bleeding? Is that petrol you smell? Call for help? With so many
questions demanding answers in a stressful situation, panic can be just around the corner which is why
it makes sense to attend one of our Biker Down Sessions.
They are specifically directed at motorcyclists and run by the Warwickshire Fire and Rescue Service.
Facilitated by experts in their field it’s a practical session that provides invaluable instruction including
first on scene actions, CPR and helmet removal. If you haven’t done a course yet, its value cannot be
overstated. It will give you the confidence and skills to support someone at a crucial time in their life
and might just help save it.
The next session is on Sunday, May 12, 10:00am – 1:00pm at Radford Road Fire Station, Coventry CV1
4EL Places must be pre-booked with Simon Daffern. Mail simondaf@gmail.com.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The last rideout in March
I haven’t been around much in April, missing John’s ride to Longford and what I hear was an excellent
CWAM Club Night. Happily I was there for the welcome return of Steve Draper on the last day of March.
There were 17 who had remembered to put the clocks forward and arrive at Long Itch before 9:30.
Howard and his associate belatedly realising that Steve Draper was leading disappeared before the

briefing leaving 15 including some welcome new faces.
I admit that all sense of direction deserted me once we’d passed the BT Tower (387ft) at Charwelton
but Steve showed me his route at the halfway stage proving that he
wasn’t randomly turning down any lane that either looked challenging
or simply took his fancy.
I had a slight falling out with a group of cyclists fairly early on in the
proceedings; they managed to get caught up in the midst of us at a
junction and seemed to be of the opinion that we should all have waited
behind them. Giving them the benefit of the doubt I put their petulant
self-righteousness down to the hour loss of sleep rather than their
limited intellect and infinite arrogance.
At one point we pulled up in the middle of nowhere and like a latter-day
Obersturmführer from Stalag Luft III, Steve counted his charges in
case any had taken to the fields in a cross-country Steve McQueen
type leap for freedom. In a seemingly haphazard fashion we
progressed through Priors Marston, Staverton, Everdon, Preston
Capes, Silverstone, Gawcott, and Finmere, to the halfway stop
where, eschewing the niceties of seats, pots of tea and chocolate
cake, we quietly mooched around on the forecourt of Brackley
Services. Steve’s reaction suggested that the notice behind him
wasn’t altogether to his liking.
Then it was on to Radstone, Culworth, Wardington, Mollington,
Burton Dasset. Everything was going so well, we staggered, we
bunched up, we marked, we even managed to get through
Farnborough without losing half the group and then we got to
Gaydon. So near home and yet so far, suffice to say that finding
myself at the back of a lonely group of five, I decided to leave at Bishops Itchington and head for home
only to pass the leader and four others coming in the opposite direction. One has to smile.
I hadn’t realised at the outset that we were being jointly sponsored by the Fast & Furious franchise and
the Ordnance Survey ‘Off the Beaten Track’ promotion but Steve managed to discharge both briefs
successfully. It was testament to all the bikes that there wasn’t a litter of loose nuts and bolts strewn
behind us. Nevertheless, a cracking rideout which lived up to Steve’s usual high standard. Thanks to
him leading and to Chappers for sweeping up - not quite literally - at the rear. Thanks to Alex Hogg for
the map.

April Club Night
April Club Night started with a Daffern double. Keith presented his associate Kevin Olney with his
advanced test certificate and Alex Hogg was given his certificate by his observer Simon.

I am told our April speaker was tremendous. Unfortunately Ian neglected to take any photos of our
outstanding speaker Steph Jeavons being “somewhat enthralled by her presentation.” Ian recognised
her as a truly brave lady and the pictures of her bike alongside “real elephants” were amazing. Her
views on roadside cuisine were interesting as well. Her recommendation is to eat it; the only problem
she had was with hotel food!! Our thanks to Jofama/Halvarssons for their sponsorship.
In May (15th) we learn all there is to know about crash helmets.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Changing times
We all know the old Midlands Ariel brand was gobbled up
by BSA in the early 50s and disappeared down the plug
hole with the rest of the British Motorcycle industry.
Resurrected in rural Somerset in the 1990s to build the
minimalist, frighteningly fast four wheel Atom and more
recently the two wheel Ace, it’s unlikely that Ariel will be
using their 1953 publicity (for what I think is a Square
Four) to market their
latest

venture.

Oh

for those days when
the yellow silk scarf was de rigueur, Brylcreemed hair was unruffled
and an elegant dress was typical stable yard attire. Can this be the
same grim post war Britain I remember when meat consumption
was still dependant upon the number of coupons in your ration book?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Rugby Bike Fest
A quick reminder - if you fancy a day out on Sunday 19th May, Rugby's family-friendly bike festival is
on from 10am - 4pm in the town centre. As always there are plenty of classic bikes, stalls, music,
food and family entertainment. As usual CWAM will be sheltering under their gazebo spreading the word

and hopefully adding to our membership.
See https://www.therugbytown.co.uk/homepage/10019/rugby_bikefest
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Flashing blue in your rear view
The following tips on how to respond when an emergency services vehicle is approaching are from
Britain's top advanced driver, Peter Rodger.
1. Keep your cool – if you see or hear an emergency vehicle
approaching, aid concentration by turning off your music, and
take a few seconds to plan your next move. Acting in a state of
panic could be dangerous and delay the emergency vehicle more.
2. Stop – look for somewhere to pull over and stop if it's safe to do
so, even if the emergency vehicle is on the other side of the road. Indicators can be used to
show that you have acknowledged the approaching blue lights and intend to move, but avoid
usage if it could confuse other road users.
3. Stay safe – avoid pulling onto kerbs, pavements and verges - verges can mask numerous
hazards and mounting the pavement can put pedestrians at risk.
4. Abide by the law – If you go through a red light or into a bus lane to make way for an
emergency vehicle, unless directed to do so by a police officer, you are breaking the law and
could be fined, irrespective of your good intentions.
5. Stay alert – be aware that there may be more than one emergency vehicle on the approach.
Listen for more than one siren, look all around before moving off, and bear in mind that you may
need to move over again.
Loud sirens and flashing blue lights cause many motorists to panic,
mainly because drivers are not routinely taught how to respond to
them. Emergency vehicle drivers want you to help them reach the
emergency at hand as quickly as possible. Behave calmly, legally,
safely and predictably and move out of the way as soon as it is safe
to do so to facilitate their route.
The Observer’s Handbook has quite a lot to say on the subject and
although it is probably reasonably important, to be quite honest it is quite heavy going so I’ve added it
to the end of the newsletter.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Ride-Out to Swarkestone and Longford
John Chivers writes A bright but breezy and still slightly chilly April morning saw a larger-than-expected turn-out for my ride
into Derbyshire. I counted 25 bikes.
I planned the ride on the back of a family trip up to Ashbourne a few weeks ago, where we'd stopped to
recharge our Nissan LEAF at the services just off the A50/A38 junction, and then followed a route back
home from the car's navigation system, which happened to take in some nice villages and roads. I
immediately thought the roads would make a nice ride-out on the basis of a circular route through
Swarkestone, so planned the route on that basis.
We started off with a few of us equipped with the excellent Scala Rider PackTalk/PackTalk Bold
bluetooth units creating a DMC (Dynamic Mesh Communication) group, the idea being that, spread out

across the group, we'd have full comms between me and tail-man Chris, and all in between. In the
event, those with the units appear to have congregated towards the back of the pack, which defeated
the idea somewhat, but meant that when communications were restored when the group bunched up, I
was dropped in on some entertaining discussions.
From the McDonald's at Bermuda Park, Nuneaton, we headed up through the town centre, then on to
Higham on the Hill, then via Shenton and around the Bosworth battlefield site on to Market Bosworth.
From there, we took the A447 through Ibstock and up to Griffydam, then cut across past Breedon on
the Hill, with its historic church of St Mary and St Hardulph, perched on the remains of an old Iron Age
hill fort, next to the quarry, and overlooking the surrounding countryside for miles, including nearby
Castle Donington and East Midlands Airport.
We took the road from Breedon out to Melbourne and the across the Swarkestone Causeway - the
longest stone bridge and longest inland bridge in England, which dates originally from the 13th century
and marks the site of an English Civil War battle and the southernmost point reached by Bonny Prince
Charlie in 1745. I still find it hard to believe that we are free to ride and drive over an ancient
monument, and the structure does suffer the occasional damage from vehicles, but it is a pleasure to be
able to ride across it.
In contrast, we headed from Swarkestone past the stark and brutalist cooling towers of Willington,
which have been out of action for 20 years and will not be used again, but which apparently are so
embedded in the locals' surroundings that they're not keen to see them gone and are regarded even
with affection.
Just outside Willington, we pulled in to Betty's Farm Tea Rooms for a refreshment/comfort break, where
it transpired the staff were just as surprised as I was to see 25+ hairy (and folicly-challenged) bikers
turn up for refreshments. Somehow they coped, just about.

Suitably refreshed, and comforted, from Betty's Farm, we headed cross country further north through
some picturesque country lanes and up to the village of Longford, with its beautiful old mill and pond
and England's first cheese factory building opposite, built in an American 19th century style by
American immigrant, Cornelius Schermerhorn, and now a family home and office of Matthew Montague
Architects.
Then, it was back southward, with a dash along some more surrounding country lanes and briefly along
the dual carriageway of the A50, before heading back through Willington and Repton, the latter of which
appears to be dominated almost entirely by buildings belonging to Repton School, alma mater of Roald
Dahl and Jeremy Clarkson. Repton is also the burial location of Mercian royalty and indeed bills itself as
the historic capital of Mercia.
From Repton, it was a straight run back on the nicely meandering road which passes Foremark
Reservoir and then down to Ashby-de-la-Zouch, cross country through Snarestone and Twycross, and

back down the A444 and on to our start point.
Thanks to all who came along and to Chris Thompson for tail-ending the ride.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wanted - Sponsors for a 100 mile cycle challenge
Mike Searle writes
Having seen a presentation by Warwickshire and Northamptonshire
Air Ambulance at an Advanced Motorcyclists meeting I was amazed
that the service they offer relies totally on donation.
They operate 24/7/365 to provide lifesaving support for many
medical situations such as RTA's, industrial accidents, coronary
issues, sporting injuries and many more. Thankfully despite being a
motorcyclist/cyclist/ex rugby player I have never been a recipient of
their valued service but knowing people who have and may not be
with us today apart from the excellent response and care they
received, I feel the least I could do was cycle the Velo Birmingham.
Velo Birmingham is a 100 mile cycle challenge around the West Midlands and Warwickshire, part of the
attraction for me was the fact that it passes through my city centre (Coventry) in the year we are City
Of Sport. So once I had decided to enter (what could go wrong) it was a case of a 16 week plan, new
bike and deciding that the charity chosen would drive me to my goal.
I would appreciate any donation, big or small, to my chosen charity. It would also be great to see you
on

the

day

giving

me

the

'hurry

up'.

See

https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/michael-

searle4?utm_campaign=pfp-email&utm_content=MichaelSearle4&utm_medium=fundraisingpage&utm_source=Sharethis&utm_term=zKXjKG9vZ
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IAM RoadSmart News
As usual the latest IAM RoadSmart News is here, their blogs are here and
their Facebook page is here.
If you didn’t already know from April 1 IAM RoadSmart installed a new
Chairman, Andy Barratt the Managing Director of Ford of Britain (they make
cars you know). “In my roles at Ford, developing safe vehicles is the number
one priority. In taking the Chair of IAM RoadSmart, my focus will be to ensure that human factors are
high on the road safety agenda in order to reduce the number of people killed and seriously injured on
roads in the UK.
“As a cyclist, driver and pedestrian I’ve been pleased to lead Ford’s ‘Share the Road’ initiatives,
encouraging cooperation and understanding between road users. As a motor industry representative
chairing IAM RoadSmart, I believe that we can continue to find common ground, cooperation and
practical ways forward to make sure that real change happens - with vehicle makers, politicians, the
media, and with all road users.”
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CWAM Events in May
Sunday, 5 May
CWAM Club Sunday

09:00 – 11:00
Where Jaguar Cars Sports & Social Club, Fenton Rd, Allesley, Coventry CV5 9PS, UK
Doors open 09:00 Contact Training Officer, Andy Spencer.

Wednesday, May 8
Committee Meeting 8:00pm - CWAM Committee members only.
Where Shilton Village Hall, Wood Ln, Shilton, Coventry CV7 9JZ, UK

Sunday, 12 May
Ludlow Circuit Rideout
John Chivers has a new improved route taking in Bridgenorth on the outward journey and
Malvern on the way back totalling 152 miles.
Meet 08:30 for 09:00 departure from BP/Starbucks on A46 southbound
Return to Porridge Pot (Harvester) in Warwick at around 16:00
Notes for riders are here

Sun, May 12, 10am – 1pm
Biker Down Session
Where Radford Road Fire Station, Radford Rd, Coventry CV1 4EL (map)
Description This Biker Down session is specifically directed at motorcyclists and run by
the Warwickshire Fire and Rescue Service. It is a practical session facilitated by experts
in their field who provide invaluable instruction which includes first on scene actions,
CPR and helmet removal. Places must be pre-booked with Simon Daffern.

Wednesday, 15 May
CWAM Club Night
19:30 – 22:30
Where Jaguar Cars Sports & Social Club, Fenton Rd, Allesley, Coventry CV5 9PS, UK
Ian Kelly tells us not only about NEXX but all there is to know about helmets.
Doors open 19:30, starts 20:00
Members, friends and family all welcome.
Contact Social Secretary Ryan Howat.

Sunday, May 19
Rugby Bike Fest
As well as all the fun of the fair, CWAM are manning their stall to promote CWAM and attract
new members.

Sunday, 19 May
CWAM Club Sunday

09:00 – 11:00
Where Jaguar Cars Sports & Social Club, Fenton Rd, Allesley, Coventry CV5 9PS, UK
Doors open 09:00 Contact Training Officer, Andy Spencer.

Wednesday, 22 May
Evening Rideout - For the first evening rideout of 2019 Nick Lilley shares the view from
Dovers Hill. Meet Warwick Starbucks A46 southbound at 18:30 to leave 6:45 prompt. Return
before 21:00. About 54 miles.
Notes for riders are here

Sunday, 26 May
Tintern and the Golden Valley Rideout
Meet at McDonald's Alcester, Birmingham Rd, Alcester B49 6PQ, UK (map) Meet 8.30am for a
9.00am depart. Full fuel tank required.
Ian Collards welcomes in summer as he leads a rideout for CWAM members beside the scenic
Wye to the Gothic ruins of Tintern Abbey and the visual treat of Hereforshire's Golden Valley.
Notes for riders are here

Wednesday, 29 May
Proposed Evening Rideout - Please contact Trevor Smith if you would like to lead this rideout.
Notes for riders are here

For all future events check out the Diary page.
If anyone has news to share, tips to pass on, pictures for the gallery or items for sale please mail
me (newsletter@cwam.org.uk ).
Your website - your news - your contributions!
To unsubscribe from the CWAM Newsletter please click here.

===================================================
The following is the extract from the Observer’s Handbook mentioned above -

Emergency vehicles - What should you do?
An emergency vehicle responding to a call and using warning equipment would like to pass you
but will not expect you to put yourself or others in danger to facilitate this.

Highway Code References.
The Highway Code makes reference to emergency vehicles in three areas. In each instance a
sensible planned response will assist.
Highway Code Rule 31 Emergency Vehicles
If an ambulance, fire engine, police or other emergency vehicle approaches using flashing blue
lights, headlights and/or sirens, keep off the road.
Whilst this rule applies to pedestrians it is also apt for drivers if you have not yet joined the
main road. If you can safely stay out of the way let them pass. It may be that this information
about an incident along a particular route will affect your choice of route.
Ambulances are easy to spot. Fire engines even easier. Both are likely to mean a possible delay
on your route.
Highway Code Rule 219 Emergency and Incident Support Vehicles
You should look and listen for ambulances, fire engines, police, doctors or other emergency
vehicles using flashing blue, red or green lights and sirens or flashing headlights, or traffic
officer and incident support vehicles using flashing amber lights. When one approaches do not
panic. Consider the route of such a vehicle and take appropriate action to let it pass, while
complying with all traffic signs. If necessary pull to the side of the road and stop, but try to
avoid stopping before the brow of a hill, a bend or narrow section of road. Do not endanger
yourself other road users or pedestrians and avoid mounting the kerb. Do not brake harshly on
approach to a junction or roundabout, as a following vehicle may not have the same view as
you.
When you hear a siren the natural reaction is to look for a marked police car, a fire engine or an
ambulance.
Try to be open to the possibility the vehicle trying to pass maybe a plain looking car with
emergency warning equipment fitted. The lights are not always easily visible and the sirens can
appear
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services and they may be hard to see, although
they will make a lot of noise. Be sensible in your
response and plan as an advanced rider. Stopping
may be inappropriate and slowing down may cause
delay. Each situation will require its own response.
The drivers of the emergency vehicles are trained
to help you and should appreciate your efforts.
Look for some indication of what they would like
you to do, the position of the vehicle or a signal from the driver may help. If you can’t help
immediately, continue at a sensible speed until you can. Exceeding the speed limit is not
expected of you and a camera will have no discretion if you get flashed.
Likewise with bus lane cameras you may find it difficult to prove why you went into the bus
lane. (It is likely that the emergency vehicle will be using an empty bus lane in any case). As a
general rule if the road is wide enough for them to pass pull over to the left and stop, if it is not

wide enough keep moving until it is or you can pull into the mouth of a junction or utilise a
dropped kerb (they will not expect you to drive up a kerb
to allow them to pass).
At traffic light junctions or give way lines be aware that
you have no exemption to ignore them. However well
intentioned your actions may be any collision or incident
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mitigating circumstances.
Do not place yourself or others in danger by proceeding
through a traffic light junction, safety is the number one
consideration. Be aware a camera at the location may
record you jumping the light but may not accurately capture the circumstances in which you did
it. The emergency services driver is trained to make “safe” progress and will be aware that you
may not be able to assist. (In these circumstances their training would suggest switching off the
warning equipment to “relieve the pressure”).
A good plan of what to do will assist you to make positive decisions. On a wide road simply
showing a left signal, moving left and slowing may suffice. If they don’t come past stop, it may
be they wish to speak to you.
On a narrower road choosing where to stop, mindful of traffic bollards, parked vehicles and
other hazards may help.
If you are not able to assist safely then by keeping moving at the speed limit if it is safe you are
allowing them to get to their intended location (unless they indicate otherwise). Be positive and
do not panic. If they ask you to move somewhere specifically and it is safe, follow the
instruction.
Be aware that a collision involving you will likely
result in the emergency vehicle not arriving at
their intended incident as they will be required to
stop and deal as a “vicinity only” incident so they
definitely do not want you “crashing” in an
attempt to help.
Whilst the emergency services are in certain
circumstances exempt from some road traffic
legislation they have to comply with a large
proportion of it specifically in relation to the
standard expected of a careful and competent
driver.
‘You may also see other plain cars fitted with blue lights, senior fire officers often use an
unmarked vehicle to respond to serious Incidents
All of the emergency responders work to the rule “No call is so urgent as to justify an accident
which will in itself always cause delay”
They should be courteous and grateful for your efforts.

Highway Code Rule 281 Warning signs or flashing lights.
If you see or hear emergency or incident support vehicles in the distance, be aware there may
be an incident ahead (see Rule 219). Police officers and traffic officers may be required to work
in the carriageway, for example dealing with debris, collisions or conducting rolling road blocks.
Police officers will use rear-facing flashing red and blue lights and traffic officers will use rearfacing flashing red and amber lights in these situations. Watch out for such signals, slow down
and be prepared to stop. You MUST follow any directions given by police officers or traffic
officers as to whether you can safely pass the
incident or blockage.
Try to be patient - if the road is closed, it is done
for safety or to gather evidence. It may seem
that not much is happening, but the emergency
services want the road opened and moving as
much as you do.
They do have better things to do! But none as
important as the incident they are dealing with at
the moment.
Doctors and some of the volunteer ambulance
services may have vehicles fitted with warning
equipment but not have any exemption from road
traffic legislation. Be sensible if you see them trying to get somewhere quickly help if you are
able to do so.
The Legal Bit
The Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 and The Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions
2002 exempt emergency vehicles
from:
1) observing speed limits
2) observing keep left/right signs
3) complying with traffic lights (including pedestrian controlled crossings).
These exemptions are subject to further guidelines during the emergency response training

=======================================

